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ABOUT We are not an official site for the celebrities mentioned and don't claim any acquaintance or relationship with
them. All galleries and information are provided by 3rd parties. The content of this website has been reviewed for harmful

content and special links to socially objectionable content were found none of which are adult in nature. All models
depicted or pictured were at least 18 years of age.Q: How can I add a Class into some elements of a list? In my app, I am
trying to add a Class into some elements of a list view, so that I can know which element's have been toggled on and off. I

know I can do this by adding the class to the elements after they have been created. But how can I dynamically add the
class, so that I can add it to the elements when they are created. I need something like this: //main class class App extends
Component { constructor() { super(); } render() { return ( ); } //Button class class Button extends Component { render() {

return ( ) } } //this is where I want to dynamically add the classes toggle(e) { this.state.list.toggle(this); //how can I add
the'my-class' class to the elements? } A: From the Official Documentation ToggleTagger is a hook used to trigger an

action to be done on every component of a list. It will be passed the list as a function argument. import ToggleTagger from
'toggle-tagger'; function App() { const [state, setState] = useState({ list: ['a', 'b', 'c'], components: ['a', 'b', 'c'] }); return
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